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Abstract

Virtually every survey today su�ers from nonresponse to some extent. To
counter this, survey administrators and researchers have a host of methods
at their disposal, many of which are both expensive and time consuming.
Reduction e�orts, aiming at reducing the nonresponse rate, are an important
part of the data collection process, but commonly also a substantial part of
the available survey budget. We propose that the e�ciency of the reduction
e�orts be evaluated in relation to the costs. In this paper we point in the
direction of an evaluation procedure, using a measure of cost e�ciency, that
can be used in an �ideal� situation, where all relevant quantities are known.
It can not be applied directly in practice, but will serve as a point of reference
when practically feasible approaches are developed.
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1 The problem
1.1 Introduction
Virtually every survey today su�ers from nonresponse to some extent, and
the nonresponse levels seem to be constantly increasing, see for example
de Heer and de Leeuw (2002) and references therein. A common view is that
the nonresponse rate is also an indicator of the size of the nonresponse error.
Obviously, if the nonresponse rate is high, there is greater potential risk of
large nonresponse error than if the nonresponse rate is low. However, there is
no direct relation between the size of the nonresponse set and the size of the
resultant error. This is shown in e.g. Tångdahl (2004). The main concern
in the presence of nonresponse is the potential bias. If there was no risk of
bias, we could simply draw a larger sample to compensate for the reduced
number of observations.

To counter nonresponse, survey administrators and researchers have a
host of methods at their disposal, many of which are both expensive and
time consuming. One important category of methods is reduction e�orts, i.e.
all e�orts that take place after the initiation of the data collection period
and that aim at reducing the nonresponse rate. Methods for nonresponse
rate reduction di�er between data collection modes. In interviewer assisted
surveys, by telephone or face-to-face, much of the success of call-backs or
other e�orts is up to the interviewers' ingenuity and skills. By contrast, mail
surveys o�er limited possibilities to vary strategies for follow-ups. Also, it is
sometimes possible to probe into the reasons for nonresponse in interviewer
assisted surveys, whereas these usually remain unknown in mail surveys.

When planning a survey, we must seek to allocate the limited resources so
that they achieve the most error reduction, within the available budget. The
e�ciency of the reduction e�orts must be measured by the nonresponse error
reduction they result in (if any), but this reduction must also be weighed
against the amount of resources that is required to achieve it. If the e�ect is
small compared to the cost, we should either reallocate the budget to other
survey activities or conduct the survey at a lower cost.

In this paper, we will discuss an approach to evaluate the reduction ef-
forts in an �ideal� situation where all information required to calculate the
expected costs and e�ect of each reduction e�ort is available to us. This
allows us to formulate a procedure that we, though the conditions will never
be met in practice, can use as a point of reference when developing pro-
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cedures that can actually be applied in practice. It can also be used as a
planning tool where the necessary calculations can be performed under rea-
sonable assumptions about the true parameter values. The approach builds
on the framework and results on estimator bias and variance given in Tång-
dahl (2004) and Tångdahl (2005), respectively. The bias and variance are
there expressed as functions of the (unknown) response distributions.

The problem is formulated as one of evaluation, not optimization. One
of the limitations of an optimization approach is that the optimality is valid
only under the assumed model(s) and functions, and that only factors that
are modeled explicitly are taken into account. The evaluation approach, on
the other hand, is an important tool to guide survey decisions. The issue of
whether we could improve the total quality by spending the money saved on
reduction on alternative e�orts to improve survey quality is not considered.
The suggested approach should be used in planning for future surveys, but
it is not intended to be used as a means to �nd the optimal break-o� point
in an ongoing survey.

In practice, we never have complete access to all quantities and popu-
lation parameters required in the approach. Instead we have to settle for
either of four typical cases. At best, we can have access to reliable estimates
of the expected costs and e�ectiveness of the reduction e�orts. In repeated
surveys, one may be able to use data from past surveys to state close approxi-
mations to the true response distribution and required population quantities.
Another, less powerful, possibility is to use available register values as prox-
ies for the study variables. A third option, if resources are available, is to
carry out an evaluation study to produce at least unbiased estimates of the
population parameter or the corresponding sample quantity.

The least satisfactory situation is the case when we do not even have in-
formation as described above, since we in that case are not able to estimate
the size of the nonresponse error. All we can do in this situation is to regard
the estimates at the current cut-o� point for �nal returns as the �best� esti-
mate possible, the level with which to compare the estimates that would be
produced if the data collection period was broken o� earlier.

In these situations, it becomes important to re�ect and incorporate the
parameter uncertainty into the cost e�ciency analysis and evaluation. This
is discussed brie�y in section 5 and will be dealt with in a subsequent paper.

Section 2 of this paper deals with alternative measures of quality and
discusses aspects on cost modeling. Possible indicators of the cost e�ciency
are discussed in section 3, and in section 4 a strategy for evaluating the cost
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e�ciency of the reduction strategy in the ideal case is proposed. Section 5
gives a discussion on how we could deal with the less than ideal case where
we must estimate the relevant quantities required in the approach, and some
concluding remarks are given.

1.2 General setup and de�nitions
Consider a �nite study population U = {1, . . . , k, . . . , N} of size N . The
variable of interest is y, with the value yk for the kth element. No assump-
tions are made about the form of the parameter to be estimated, but for
simplicity, we will consider estimation of the total tyU =

∑
Uyk =

∑
k∈U yk.

The sampling design is assumed to be single stage element sampling, but
otherwise arbitrary.

We consider a mail survey where data collection is initiated by an at-
tempted contact with all elements in the sample. This results in a number of
response cases and nonresponse cases (e.g. non-contacts, refusals). At (usu-
ally) predetermined days, additional contact attempts are made with sample
elements who have not yet responded or have not yet been categorized as
de�nite nonresponse. After a su�ciently long time period, also usually at
a predetermined time, say A, the data collection is terminated, giving a
partitioning of the sample into a response set, r(A), and a nonresponse set,
s − r(A). The choice of A is usually governed by the date when estimates
must be published.

Remark 1 In some cases, it is possible to extend the length of the data
collection period by initiating it earlier. We will not consider this possibility,
as we are mainly interested in the cost and e�ect of reduction activities that
takes place during the period, regardless of its length.

To evaluate estimator properties under such a data collection procedure,
we must make some assumptions about the true, unknown, response mech-
anism. A response distribution is assumed to exist so that the generation of
the response set is regarded as a second phase of random selection, although
with unknown �selection� probabilities. This is a �quasi-randomization� ap-
proach, a term �rst introduced by Oh and Scheuren (1983).

The response probabilities are most likely a�ected by the general survey
conditions and the speci�c survey setup, i.e. the survey procedure. In par-
ticular, we will consider the nonresponse rate reduction e�orts as a source
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of in�uence on the response probabilities. Let the survey procedure P(a)

represent the survey setup if we were to terminate data collection at time a.
This speci�c procedure induces response distribution RD(a) with individual
response probabilities θ

(a)
k|s . We will assume that elements respond indepen-

dently and that θ
(a)
k|s ≥ θ

(a−1)
k|s for all k. Throughout, quantities relating to

time point a will be denoted with a superscript (a).
We thus de�ne a sequence of response distributions, each corresponding

to a speci�c survey procedure P(a), a representing possible points of time to
terminate the data collection process, a = 1, . . . , A, where A marks the point
of time for termination of the data collection, i.e. the cut-o� date for �nal
returns, in the current survey setup.

We will use t̂
(a)
yc to denote an arbitrary estimator based on response set

r(a), used to estimate the total tyU , and t̂ys will be the corresponding full
response estimator. In standard survey practice, the term strategy is the
combination of a sampling design and estimator. Here we introduce the term
survey strategy to denote the combination of survey procedure, including the
sampling design, and estimator. We will denote the survey strategy where
the data collection is cut o� at time a by (P(a), t̂

(a)
yc ).

2 Survey error and survey cost
When discussing survey quality, statisticians tend to talk about survey error,
which can be regarded as the inverse of quality. The error in a survey statistic
can be de�ned as the deviation between the survey result and the true value
of the parameter one attempts to estimate. Seemingly, it is then a simple
matter to choose the survey strategy that yields the smallest error. However,
a comparison between di�erent strategies with respect to survey quality must
be done relative to the costs involved. The �best� survey strategy (the one
with smallest possible total error) is not necessarily the most cost e�cient.
Neither should we choose the strategy that generates the lowest costs without
regard to survey error. Instead, we should seek a survey strategy that is
optimal in the sense that it balances error and cost. Tools to achieve this are
error and cost modeling, discussed in this section.
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2.1 Survey error and error modeling
It is a futile hope that all possible aspects of survey design and the resul-
tant errors could be modeled and that a single mathematical model could
be used to dictate the choice of an �optimal� survey strategy. Instead, we
should regard error models as tools with which we can evaluate and compare
di�erent design alternatives, while taking into consideration features such as
feasibility, time constraints and other practical aspects. More comprehensive
discussions on the use of error models to guide survey decisions are given in
e.g. Fellegi and Sunter (1974) and in Groves (1989).

The total survey error of an estimator consists of both variance and bias,
from all error sources. The variance then includes all variable errors, not just
sampling error, and the bias is the total e�ect of all systematic errors. In
this paper, however, we will consider the special case where only two types
of errors are present: sampling error and nonresponse error. Other types
of nonsampling errors, such as measurement or coverage errors, will not be
considered. The nonresponse error consists of both a systematic component,
nonresponse bias, and components re�ecting variability. The total variance
of an estimator thus re�ects both the sampling variance and the additional
variability introduced by the generation of the response set. The nonresponse
bias is discussed in Tångdahl (2004), and the components of the total vari-
ance in a survey with nonresponse and no other sampling errors present are
discussed in Tångdahl (2005).

Remark 2 Some commonly used estimators, such as regression or calibra-
tion estimators are only approximately unbiased, even under full response,
due to their nonlinearity. In large samples, this �technical� bias will be small
or negligible and is not considered here.

2.2 Measures of survey error/quality
In a survey with nonresponse estimators may be greatly biased, so the focus of
attention becomes that of accuracy rather than precision. The main purpose
of nonresponse rate reduction e�orts is generally to eliminate or at least
reduce the nonresponse bias.

Let L(a) = L(P(a), t̂
(a)
yc ; tyU) be some suitably chosen measure of the error

resulting from using the survey procedure P(a) and the estimator t̂
(a)
yc to esti-

mate tyU . The question is then what alternative error measures are feasible,
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and how to choose between the alternative measures in the present setting.
For our purpose there is no obvious candidate, so our decision must be based
on what properties of survey estimators that should be given priority.

Let V (t̂
(a)
yc ), B(t̂

(a)
yc ) = E(t̂

(a)
yc ) − tyU and BR(t̂

(a)
yc ) = B(t̂

(a)
yc )/

[
V (t̂

(a)
yc )

]1/2

be the variance, bias and bias ratio of t̂
(a)
yc , respectively. Several di�erent

measures of error have been proposed for di�erent applications. Although
mean square error is the most commonly used measure of error (or accuracy),
other measures are possible, and in some applications perhaps more suited
for evaluation of the quality.

The mean square error is

L(a) = L(P(a), t̂(a)
yc ; tyU) = MSE(t̂(a)

yc ) = V (t̂(a)
yc ) +

[
B(t̂(a)

yc )
]2 (1)

An alternative measure of the survey error is the squared bias ratio

L(a) = L(P(a), t̂(a)
yc ; tyU) =

[
BR(t̂(a)

yc )
]2

=
(
E(t̂(a)

yc )− tyU

)2
/V (t̂(a)

yc ) (2)

Variants of these are root MSE and the absolute bias ratio. Other mea-
sures, such as the expected absolute error

E|t̂(a)
yc − tyU |

and the relative bias
B(t̂(a)

yc )/tyU

are feasible, but will not be considered here. The most commonly used
measure in practice, however, is an estimate of the variance V (t̂

(a)
yc ), which

may be grossly misleading if the nonresponse bias is not negligible.
We believe that in the presence of nonresponse, the risk of bias over-

whelms any requirement of precision. This should be re�ected in the measure
of error since sampling variance in itself then no longer is a relevant indicator.
Bias can severely distort the coverage rate of con�dence intervals. Unless the
number of observations becomes extremely low, we will have some control
over the precision (sampling variance) through the sample size, making the
variance a smaller problem. However, when we consider leaving out reduction
e�orts and cutting o� the data collection period, the precision may become
more important. There is no obvious choice of measure to show all aspects
of the survey error, but the measures should at least take into account both
estimator variance and estimator bias.
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The Mean Square Error
The MSE is probably the most used measure of the error in a biased estimator
(if there was no risk of bias, we could simply measure the error with the
variance). It is a simple measure that takes both variance and (squared)
bias into account. It is a squared error measure, so it is always positive and
large deviations are given relatively more weight. However, when MSE is
used as a measure of error in a survey with nonresponse, a relatively large
nonresponse bias may be o�set by a small variance. What we actually should
do is minimize MSE, while also keeping the bias small. Also, in most cases in
practice, the (nonresponse) variance will decrease over time just because the
number of observations increases. So if MSE is used, any attempt to reduce
the nonresponse rate would most likely lead to some improvement, even if
the bias remains constant. A reduced variance may even �hide� an increased
bias. Nevertheless, the MSE is a comprehensive and widely accepted and
useful measure of error.

The Squared Bias Ratio
A small absolute bias ratio is required if con�dence intervals are to be valid,
since the bias distorts the coverage probability. Actually, the bias ratio is
under certain conditions (see Särndal et al. (1992), p. 164-165) a direct
measure of the coverage rate. The situation is complex, however, since the
bias ratio may be high for an estimator with small variance although the
relative bias itself is small. Such an estimator would then have a coverage
rate way below the intended, while an estimator with the same relative bias
but much larger variance can have a coverage rate close to the nominal level.

Changes in the bias ratio will be strongly in�uenced by changes in vari-
ance. The squared bias ratio will only decrease between times a− 1 and a if
the squared bias decreases by a larger amount than the variance, which, in
turn, is likely to decrease just by the fact that more observations are available
at time a. The reason for using the squared bias ratio instead of the bias
ratio itself, is to avoid the di�culty of interpreting changes, since the bias
ratio may be negative or shift from positive to negative or reversed.

There is a nonlinear relationship between the absolute bias ratio and the
coverage probability of con�dence intervals, so the e�ect of changes in the
bias ratio will depend on its absolute value.
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2.3 Survey costs and cost modeling
The total survey cost consists of 1) components that vary with sample and
response set size, variable costs, and 2) components that do not, �xed costs.
Both �xed and variable costs are made up of components that are mode
speci�c, and to some extent also survey speci�c. An introduction to survey
costs, mainly in interviewer assisted surveys, is given in Groves (1989), Ch.2.

An early reference where the costs of follow-ups are explicitly taken into
account is Deming (1953). By de�ning a response model where response
probabilities at successive calls are constant within population groups, he
derives a callback strategy that will minimize mean squared error under the
constraint of �xed total cost. An estimator is constructed as a weighted
average of the means obtained at each call. The parameter of interest is the
mean, and no auxiliary information is used in estimation. By contrast, we
here consider standard estimators used in large scale statistics production,
and allow the possibility of auxiliary information. Also, we do not impose
the constraint of �xed total survey cost or �xed population groups with given
response probabilities at each call.

The choice of cost function should re�ect the purpose of the analysis
and the speci�c features of the survey. In particular, the cost model should
be parameterized in the same terms as the error model, in this case the
response probabilities. In the present context, all costs depending on the
sample size or number of respondents will be regarded as variable costs.
The �xed costs cover operations such as planning and administration of the
survey, construction and testing of the questionnaire, frame construction and
sample selection. In telephone interview surveys or surveys with face-to-
face interviewing, there are additional costs for training and administrating
interviewers. The variable costs can be split up into components related to
the sample size and the response set size at each reduction e�ort that is used
in the survey. Also, additional costs depending on the response set size arise
from handling received responses, mail opening, data registration/scanning
and processing.

For our purpose, we need to de�ne the total survey cost and its expected
value for an approach where the data collection is terminated at an arbi-
trary point of time a, i.e. the cost of survey procedure P(a). An example of
such a cost function in a speci�c survey setup, illustrating the di�erent cost
components as functions of the response distribution, is given in Appendix
A.
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Generally, when we compare two survey procedures P(a−1) and P(a), it is
to be understood that all survey actions that make up the procedure P(a−1)

are also part of the procedure P(a). This means that expected costs will
never decrease over time. Let C

(a)
T be the total cost associated with the

survey procedure P(a) and let E(C
(a)
T ) be its expected value under RD(a).

Thus, we have
E(C

(a)
T ) ≥ E(C

(a−1)
T ) (3)

and also C
(a)
T ≥ C

(a−1)
T for all combinations a− 1 and a.

Since the focus here lies on the reduction procedure, we need not model
the �xed costs in detail, only as part of the total survey cost. In other appli-
cations it may be important to split the �xed costs into separate components.
Numerically small components of the total cost and components that have
no bearing on the current problem need not be separated.

Remark 3 In postal surveys, there are some additional �semi�-�xed costs
involved when reminders are sent, covering mainly work hours for adminis-
trating the mail-outs. They are �xed in the sense that they do not depend on
the sample or response set sizes, but variable in the sense that they occur only
due to the additional e�ort. These costs should also be taken into account
when evaluating an e�ort and could be included as a variable cost. However,
in most practical applications these costs are small relative to the variable
costs and can hence be ignored.

3 Cost e�ciency
To evaluate the current strategy for nonresponse rate reduction, we will focus
on both the error of nonresponse and the cost and e�ect of the reduction ef-
forts. In particular, changes in nonresponse error and increase in cost induced
by the reduction e�orts used during the data collection period is of interest.
To weigh the e�ect of a reduction e�ort against the cost, we seek a measure
that incorporates both cost and error simultaneously and that re�ects both
the increased cost and the change in error that is induced by an additional
survey e�ort. Assuming that we are in the ideal situation of knowing all pop-
ulation parameters, these measures can be calculated so the cost e�ciency
of each nonresponse rate reduction e�ort can basically be summarized in a
single number, directly indicating which of the survey strategies is the most
cost e�cient. For a complete evaluation of the e�ect of the reduction e�orts,
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we must combine the cost e�ciency measure with other indicators. In section
4, a suggested approach on how such an evaluation of the reduction strategy
could be made, using a cost e�ciency measure in combination with other
indicators, is presented. In this section, we discuss alternative measures of
the cost e�ciency that can be used.

The proposed measures are not absolute, but are evaluations of one survey
strategy relative to another. The comparisons are made between discrete
alternatives. Although a is basically continuous, so that time points a − 1
and a can be chosen arbitrarily, we are generally only interested in comparing
a limited number of time points during the data collection period.

3.1 Measures of cost e�ciency
The concept of cost e�ciency, or even of survey costs in general, is rarely
treated in the survey literature in connection with nonsampling errors. One
exception is Groves (1989), although his focus lies on error rather than cost.
In the health economy and clinical trials literature, the term cost e�ciency
has grown increasingly popular over the past decades and occurs fairly often
in the literature in that �eld. A general reference is Gold, Siegel, Russell,
and Weinstein (1996).

The cost e�ciency measures are a comparison between the survey strate-
gies (P(a−1), t̂

(a−1)
yc ; tyU) and (P(a), t̂

(a)
yc ; tyU). The time points a− 1 and a are

chosen arbitrarily, but we are generally interested in the case when an action
has been taken on the part of the survey organisation between time a − 1
and a, so that we have strict inequality in (3).

There is no widely accepted general and formal de�nition of cost e�ciency.
Loosely, one can say that the survey procedure that generates the smallest
error (or highest quality) relative to the cost of achieving it is the most cost
e�cient. In this, nothing is said about how the error should be de�ned or
measured.

Two general measures of cost e�ciency, so far leaving the error de�nition
unspeci�ed, are:

CE
(a|a−1)
1 = CE1

[
(P(a), t̂(a)

yc )|(P(a−1), t̂(a−1)
yc )

]
=

L(a−1)E(C
(a−1)
T )

L(a)E(C
(a)
T )

(4)
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and

CE
(a|a−1)
2 = CE2

[
(P(a), t̂(a)

yc )|(P(a−1), t̂(a−1)
yc )

]
=

L(a) − L(a−1)

E(C
(a)
T )− E(C

(a−1)
T )

(5)

where CE(a|a−1) is to be read as: the cost e�ciency of the survey strategy
(P(a), t̂

(a)
yc ) compared to that of (P(a−1), t̂

(a−1)
yc ).

The measure CE1 is proposed in Murthy (1967), with L(a) = MSE(t̂
(a)
yc ),

as a means to compare alternative strategies or estimators. It is the ratio
of the amount of information per unit cost that the strategies supply, where
the information is de�ned as the inverse of L(a).

CE2 is a measure of cost e�ciency frequently used in health economy ap-
plications for the purpose of resource allocation. This type of cost-e�ectiveness
comparison is characterized as an incremental comparison between alterna-
tive intervention programs, where the incremental cost of an intervention is
compared with the incremental e�ect. In the present application, the �inter-
ventions� are the additional reduction e�orts.

Remark 4 The cost e�ciency measure CE2 is actually de�ned in e.g. Gold
et al. (1996) as the inverse of CE2 as given by (5). In this application,
however, there is a risk that the errors, or estimates of the errors, are the
same at time a − 1 and a, leading to division by zero. To avoid this, the
inverse will be used instead.

Based on the discussion in this section and in section 2.2, we can com-
bine CE1 and CE2 with the suggested error measures into four alternative
reasonable cost e�ciency measures to consider.

CE
(a|a−1)
1,MSE =

MSE(t̂
(a−1)
yc )E(C

(a−1)
T )

MSE(t̂
(a)
yc )E(C

(a)
T )

(6)

CE
(a|a−1)
1,BR =

BR2(t̂
(a−1)
yc )E(C

(a−1)
T )

BR2(t̂
(a)
yc )E(C

(a)
T )

(7)

CE
(a|a−1)
2,MSE =

MSE(t̂
(a)
yc )−MSE(t̂

(a−1)
yc )

E(C
(a)
T )− E(C

(a−1)
T )

(8)

CE
(a|a−1)
2,BR =

BR2(t̂
(a)
yc )−BR2(t̂

(a−1)
yc )

E(C
(a)
T )− E(C

(a−1)
T )

(9)
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It is not self-evident which measure of error and which cost e�ciency
measure that we should use. The error measures presented in section 2.2
both have their merits and their shortcomings, as have the suggested cost
e�ciency measures. Note that there is a possibility that the squared bias
ratio is zero or nearly so, causing the ratio CE1,BR to be arbitrarily large.
Regardless of the choice we make, no univariate measure could (or should)
be used on its own to dictate survey decisions. This is formulated in Gold
et al. (1996), although in a di�erent context, as1 :

. . . decisions in the real world are more complicated. Cost-e�ective-
ness analysis provides valuable information about tradeo�s in the
broad allocation of health resources, but other factors need to be
considered as well [. . . ] CEA is not a complete decision making
process. The information it provides is, however, crucial to good
decisions.

In the ideal case, the cost e�ciency can be summarized in a single number,
so decision rules are easily formulated. Of course, when the parameters must
be estimated, there will be uncertainty about the true cost e�ciency, so these
decision rules must be adjusted.

The survey strategy (P(a), t̂
(a)
yc ) will be cost e�cient relative to the alter-

native survey strategy (P(a−1), t̂
(a−1)
yc ) if

CE1 > 1 (10)

i.e. if it produces more information per unit cost. Another way to interpret
this decision rule is that a relative change in information is considered cost-
e�cient only if the relative change in cost is the same or smaller. This is
not an obvious choice of decision rule, since the utility of an increase in the
amount of information is subjective and may vary between di�erent surveys.
Instead we could formulate a decision rule that re�ects how a change in
quality is valued, i.e. how much more we are willing to pay for a reduction
(change) of the error. This could be done by replacing (10) with

CE1 > δ (11)

where δ > 1 as our decision rule.
1In this citation, CEA is short for cost-e�ectiveness analysis.
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A reasonable decision rule when using CE2 is that (P(a), t̂
(a)
yc ) is cost

e�cient relative to (P(a−1), t̂
(a−1)
yc ) if

CE2 < δ (12)

where δ < 0. In both (11) and (12), the constant δ is arbitrarily chosen,
depending on how we value the change in quality.

Remark 5 If the error measure can take on both positive and negative val-
ues, the cost e�ciency measure CE2 will become di�cult to interpret, since
we can not formulate an unambiguous decision rule. Such error measures
should be avoided.

In both measures, we compare two alternative strategies, rather than
de�ning an absolute required level of e.g. information per unit cost. Thus,
our conclusions will depend on what we compare, i.e. how we choose a−1 and
a. Also, as the numerical examples in section 3.2 will show, the properties
of the cost e�ciency measures will depend largely on the choice of error
measure.

3.2 Numerical comparisons
To illustrate the properties of the error and cost e�ciency measures, a small
numerical study is presented. The study is based on data from Statistics
Sweden's 2003 survey Gymnasieungdomars studieintresse, on transition from
upper secondary school to higher education.

The survey is carried out yearly among third-year students and data was
collected by mail in October, November and December 2002 from a sample of
9023 students. The design is strati�ed simple random sampling and the frame
population (students in the second-year student register from the previous
year) is strati�ed by region, second-year study programme and gender. In
the 2003 survey, a calibration estimator using known population totals, but
no additional sample level information, was used. The auxiliary information
is available from an updated student register and the calibration is done on
the marginal frequencies of several categorical variables, among other the
strati�cation variables, �nal mark in grade 9 and parents' level of education.
The auxiliary variables are chosen because they seem to be correlated with
either the important study variables or the response propensity. The total
nonresponse rate was about 25 percent. The cost data in the examples
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is based on the actual �xed and variable costs generated by the separate
mailings.

There are several study variables. Two of the most important ones are
a) Intentions of third-year secondary school students with regard to pursu-
ing studies at university level (Yes/No/Not decided), and b) The university
programmes viewed by these students as the most attractive and interest-
ing. For these variables, both totals and proportions are estimated. In this
numerical illustration, only estimation of the proportion Yes and No on the
�rst variable is studied.

There is a belief that the auxiliary information eliminates most of the bias
associated with frame de�ciencies and nonresponse. This may or may not be
true, but to study the performance of the error and cost e�ciency measures,
two di�erent scenarios concerning the bias, presented in the following, are
considered. In the examples, the estimated standard errors from the survey
are used, while the bias is estimated by the di�erence between the point
estimate and the true population total, for di�erent assumptions about the
population total. The realized costs are used as estimates of expected costs
at each time point. We use the estimates of the bias, standard errors and
costs as if they are true values. The time points a − 1 and a are chosen so
that comparisons are made between successive e�orts (as illustrated in table
1 on page 23). The estimates of the mean square error and the squared bias
ratio are calculated each day during the data collection period.

Scenario A
We assume that the true proportions Yes and No are 44 percent and 31
percent, respectively. This gives a remaining bias at time A of 4 percent
units for the proportion of students responding Yes, and -5 percent units for
the proportion of students responding No, corresponding to relative biases
of about 10 percent for the Yes variable, and about 20 percent for the No
variable. The cost e�ciency measures are plotted in �gures 1 and 2 for the
Yes variable, and in �gures 3 and 4 for the No variable. The horizontal
dotted lines in the �gures mark the �standard� choice of δ.

Under this scenario, the measures CE1,MSE and CE2,MSE both indicate
for the Yes variable that the last reminder is not cost e�cient at all. Looking
at CE2,MSE, the conclusion is that the �rst reminder is more cost e�cient
than the second, while CE1,MSE is almost equal for the two. The measures
CE1,BR2 and CE2,BR2 indicate that none of the e�orts are cost e�cient, the
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�rst least so. This pattern is nearly the opposite compared with the MSE
based cost e�ciency measures. For the No variable, the patterns for the
MSE- and BR2-based measures are the same, only the magnitudes di�er.
They show that none of the e�orts are cost e�cient, with the exception of
the second reminder according to CE2,MSE. What causes these results to
appear? An analysis of the error measures, shown in �gures 5, 6, 7 and 8
respectively, gives the answer. The vertical dotted lines in the �gures mark
the dates when the reminders are mailed out, i.e. when reduction e�orts are
made.

For the Yes variable, the MSE drops rapidly in the beginning of the data
collection period, so we get a large positive e�ect (increase in quality) from
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the �rst e�ort. The MSE continues to drop, but at a slower rate, until it
�nally stabilizes, giving no e�ect at all from the last e�ort. The squared bias
ratio for the Yes variable is increasing during most of the data collection
period, but stabilizes at the end. This is due to the fact that the standard
error decreases much more rapidly than the bias (not shown). Thus, the
error, as measured by the squared bias ratio is increasing over time.

The No variable shows an increase in both the squared bias ratio and
the MSE initially, but at the middle of the data collection period they both
drop. The increase in the squared bias ratio is dramatic initially. The MSE
eventually stabilizes, while the squared bias ratio starts to increase again
after the sudden drop.
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Scenario B:
Under this scenario, it is assumed that there is essentially no bias remaining
at time A, for either of the variables. The cost e�ciency measures are plotted
in �gures 9 and 10 for the Yes variable, and in �gures 11 and 12 for the No
variable. The horizontal dotted lines in the �gures mark the �standard� choice
of δ.
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The measure CE1,MSE indicates that the �rst e�ort is cost e�cient, both
for the Yes-variable and for the No-variable. CE2,MSE shows a marginal
cost e�ciency for the �rst e�ort, but none at all for the last two, while
CE2,BR2 indicates that none of the e�orts are cost e�cient. This holds for
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both variables. The measure CE1,BR2 breaks down for the Yes variable since
the squared bias ratio is very near zero at the end of the data collection
period.
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In �gures 13, 14, 15 and 16 respectively, we look more closely at what
causes this. The horizontal dotted lines in the �gures mark the �standard�
choice of δ.

For the Yes variable, the MSE drops (rapidly in the beginning) while
the squared bias ratio increases. For the No variable, the MSE decreases
initially, rises in the middle of the data collection period, but eventually
stabilizes. The squared bias ratio increases dramatically initially, but drops
o� to stabilize at a low level.
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This simple numerical example shows the impact of the error measure
on the cost e�ciency measures and the conclusions. It also shows that the
conclusions about the cost e�ciency, of the reduction e�orts may be quite
di�erent for di�erent study variables. As discussed in section 2.2, it also
seems that the squared bias ratio may, under unfortunate circumstances,
indicate that the error increases, despite the fact that both the absolute bias
and the standard error decrease, as discussed in section 2.2.

4 An approach to evaluate the reduction e�orts
4.1 Some opening remarks
The measures proposed in section 3.1 can be used as rough indicators of the
cost e�ciency of the reduction e�orts, mainly follow-ups or callbacks. In a full
evaluation of the follow-up strategy, additional factors must be considered;
the cost e�ciency measure alone does not tell the full story.

This section deals with an approach where the reduction e�orts are eval-
uated with the use of one of the cost e�ciency measures suggested in section
3.1, combined with other indicators. As mentioned previously, the suggested
approach is an evaluation procedure where the cost and e�ect of every e�ort
is evaluated, given the reduction strategy as a whole. The problem � and the
proposed solution in the ideal case � is formulated in descriptive terms and
the conclusions drawn about whether to exclude an e�ort or not should only
be applied in future surveys, not in an ongoing survey.

In a situation without nonresponse, it is good practice to formulate pre-
cision requirements prior to survey planning and budget allocation. These
requirements should be based on and re�ect the precision needs of the major
users of the survey results. However, when nonresponse can be expected,
formulation of the precision requirements is a more di�cult task. We should
then formulate quality requirements involving both variance and bias. The
requirement as regards the nonresponse bias should be that no bias is accept-
able, but in practice it is not realistic to believe that we can eliminate the
bias completely. This raises the question of how much we are willing to spend
on error reduction. The monetary value of a reduced error is subjective and
may vary between surveys, depending on the intended use of the statistics
and the survey manager's assessment of user needs for accuracy.

Other factors must also be considered, since quality in a survey refers to
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all aspects of the product which are of relevance for how well it meets users'
needs and expectations. A quality concept used by e.g. Statistics Sweden in
quality declarations has the following main components: (1) Contents, (2)
Accuracy, (3) Timeliness, (4) Coherence and comparability, (5) Availability
and clarity. The statistician's assessment of the survey strategy must be
formed with regard to all of these aspects. The balance between these sources
of error is discussed in e.g. Biemer and Lyberg (2003) and in Groves (1989).

4.2 Suggested approach
To facilitate understanding of the basic ideas, we will introduce an example of
a speci�c survey procedure. Without any loss of generality, we can describe
the general approach in terms of this procedure. The survey procedure in
general and the time intervals between two successive steps in the setup may
vary between surveys. The procedure is chosen as a fairly standard setup of a
postal survey conducted by a large scale statistical agency. The survey in the
numerical examples in section 3.2 follows this setup. Consider the following:
All preventive e�orts are regarded as �xed, i.e. we assume that they have
been decided upon prior to data collection. So, among many other activities,
the questionnaire and the sampling frame have been constructed, the letter
of introduction has been written and the sample has been selected according
to the preferred design. We will also assume that precision requirements have
been formulated, and that levels of δ have been agreed upon.

The current survey setup from this point on consists of the following
stages:

1. Data collection is initiated at time Q by the mailing of the questionnaire
and a letter of introduction to all elements in the sample.

2. A speci�ed number of days later, at time TR, a thank you/reminder
card is sent to all elements in the sample.

3. At time R1, usually within one or two weeks from TR, a reminder,
including a new questionnaire, is sent to those elements in the sample
that have not yet returned the questionnaire.

4. A second reminder, including a questionnaire, is sent to those elements
that belong to the nonresponse at time R2.
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5. A third and last reminder, including a questionnaire, is sent at time
R3 to those that still have not responded to the survey request.

6. At time A, the data collection period is terminated. The sample el-
ements who have not yet returned the questionnaire are classi�ed as
ultimate nonresponse.

In the following, let T ′ denote the time point just before T . In a postal
survey, it is natural to let T ′ be the day before e.g. a reminder is mailed out.

At statistical agencies carrying out a large number of surveys, the timing
between mailings is usually determined according to some standard setup.
The wording and layout of the advance letter that accompany the question-
naire also usually follows some given standard.

Since the e�ect of the di�erent e�orts can not always be separated, the
data collection procedure must be evaluated as a whole. The e�ect of previous
e�orts may in�uence the apparent e�ect of subsequent e�orts, but not the
other way around. 2 The evaluation should therefore be performed stepwise,
starting, in the ideal case considered here, with the last e�ort. If an e�ort,
based on the procedure described below, is not judged as cost e�cient, we
move on to the next to last e�ort, and so on until all e�orts have been
evaluated. Of course, other aspects than merely the error as given by just one
error measure must be considered as well. From the numerical comparisons in
section 3.2, we see that it is important to base conclusions on the evaluation
of all e�orts, to look for interaction e�ects and to weigh in other aspects of
the survey strategy, quality and feasibility.

Remark 6 In some surveys, it might be suspected that the response quality
is not as good for late respondents, i.e. that late responses to a larger extent
su�er from measurement errors. We do not address this issue here.

Assuming that we are in the ideal situation where all quantities in the
cost e�ciency measures can be calculated, we could perform the following
procedure for each e�ort that is to be evaluated. In the survey setup described
here, we recommend choosing time points a−1 and a as indicated in table 1,
to give �pairwise� evaluation of the e�orts. In telephone interview surveys, it
is more natural to de�ne the time points in terms of the number of callbacks
instead of days between e�orts. One should be aware that the choice of a−1

2We will disregard the possibility that people respond in order to avoid being subjected
to future callbacks or reminders.
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Evaluation of a− 1 a
R3 R3' A
R2 R2' R3'
R1 R1' R2'
TR TR' R1'

Table 1: Choice of time points a− 1 and a

and a may impact the conclusions. A complementary way to choose time
points is to �x a at A and choose a−1 as R3′, R2′ and so on. The conclusions
about the cost e�ciency then applies to the combination of reduction e�orts
used between a − 1 and a. The combination of e�orts may in fact be cost
e�cient, although none of the e�orts evaluated separately are themselves cost
e�cient.

For every choice of a− 1 and a, the following steps are taken:

Step 1 The chosen cost e�ciency measure is calculated. The decision rule is
that the strategy (P(a), t̂

(a)
yc ) is cost e�cient, relative to (P(a−1), t̂

(a−1)
yc ),

if
CE

(a|a−1)
1 > δ, δ > 0 or CE

(a|a−1)
2 < δ, δ < 0

depending on which measure is chosen. The constant δ is chosen to
re�ect the importance of a quality improvement.

Step 2 The variance of the point estimator at time a − 1 is calculated, to
determine if the precision requirements are met and P(a−1) possible.

Step 3 The magnitude of the absolute and relative bias is calculated. Even if
one or more e�orts are not found to be cost e�cient and thus could be
excluded, there may still be a large bias present. If so, the complete
survey procedure must be reappraised.

Step 1 indicates whether the reduction e�ort at time a, or, rather, if the
procedure P(a), is more cost e�cient than P(a−1), while steps 2 and 3 provide
additional information to help guide the decision making process. Taken
together, these indicators provide a basis for making a decision on whether
to exclude an e�ort or not, and also an evaluation of the survey procedure
as a whole.
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What conclusions shall be drawn? As has been pointed out previously,
the statistician must use his experience and discrimination in the evaluation
and in drawing conclusions based on the results from steps 1-3 above. Here
we can only give some general comments. These are valid even if the cost
e�ciency, the variance and the bias must be estimated, but then the decision
rules must be adjusted to re�ect this uncertainty.

If step 1 should indicate that the e�ort being evaluated is in fact cost
e�cient, then steps 2 and 3 become less important. However, even if the
e�ort at time a reduces the error, we should still check for remaining bias and
that the precision requirements are met. If there seems to be a substantial
bias remaining even at time a, we should look for ways to eliminate it. Should
the variance be too large, we could consider taking a bigger sample in future
surveys. If it is the nonresponse that causes the variance to be too large, we
should consider alternative ways to handle the nonresponse. Both the bias
and the variance can also be reduced by using a better estimator or better
auxiliary information in the current estimator.

When step 1 indicates that the e�ort is in fact not cost e�cient, the
obvious consequence should be that we exclude this particular e�ort from the
data collection procedure and possibly terminate the data collection period
earlier. But before doing that, it is essential that steps 2 and 3 have been
taken, as the recommended course of action depends on what they indicate.
If both the bias and the variance at time a− 1 are �small enough� (what this
means must be determined from case to case), the e�ort can be excluded
without negative e�ects on estimator properties. If the bias is su�ciently
small at time a−1 and the variance is too large at time a−1 but not at time
a, we must look for ways to reduce the variance, other than nonresponse rate
reduction. Unless we succeed in reducing the variance, we should probably
not terminate data collection at time a− 1.

We may �nd that the bias at time a − 1 is large and that we do not
succeed in reducing it by reducing the nonresponse rate. Then it does not
matter what the variance is. We should then consider reworking the whole
survey procedure, so that the bias can be eliminated or at least reduced.

Remark 7 It may be argued that if the bias is too large at time A, it is
needless to evaluate the reduction e�orts, since we know the data collection
is not working satisfactorily. However, it may be that the reduction e�orts
do have an e�ect on the error, but that this is not enough. If the current
e�orts are cost e�cient, it is possible to conclude that we should add e�orts
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to the existing data collection procedure, instead of replacing it entirely.

Note that there are some di�culties and unresolved issues in the ap-
proach, even if we assume that all relevant parameters and population char-
acteristics are known. Firstly, it can be di�cult to specify δ. This is not the
statistician's task, but should be done in consultation with the users and/or
client. Secondly, the cost e�ciency measures can be di�cult to interpret
since the results may depend on what time points a − 1 and a are chosen.
It is thus important that care is taken when the time points are chosen, and
that all reduction e�orts are evaluated before de�nite conclusions are drawn,
so that a comprehensive assessment of the data collection can be made.

5 Dealing with uncertainty
The approach described in this paper requires that we are in an ideal situa-
tion where all relevant quantities are known or at least possible to calculate.
This is of course not the case in practice, as was indicated in the introduc-
tion. What we have done here is to point in the direction of a possible �ideal�
procedure. It must be stressed that the approach only serves as a tool with
which we can evaluate the current survey setup and, in particular, the nonre-
sponse rate reduction procedure. As with any tool, if used as intended, it can
be a great help but if misused and used without discrimination, important
aspects of the survey procedure and estimator quality can be missed, leading
to the wrong conclusions.

What remains to be solved is how to apply this procedure in practice,
when relevant quantities such as the bias, the total variance and the ex-
pected costs must be estimated. We must also �nd ways to communicate the
results from the cost e�ciency analysis and evaluation, and the associated
uncertainty, to the users or clients.

In practice, we can �nd ourselves in one of the following typical situa-
tions:

i. Reliable estimates of the required quantities, such as the estimator
bias and variance at di�erent time points, as well as expected costs,
are available.

ii. Auxiliary variables are available, allowing for an analysis where these
variables are used as proxies for the study variable. However, the re-
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sponse probabilities are unknown, so the analysis must be based on
(realistic) assumptions about the response distribution.

iii. An evaluation study is carried out in order to learn the values of the
population parameters or the corresponding sample values, or at least
unbiased estimates of them. These can then be used to produce better
estimates of the nonresponse bias and related quantities.

iv. No additional information is available, other than data on costs and
response sets. It is not possible to perform an evaluation according to
one of the above situations, but we can calculate the standard point
estimators and variance estimators for any choice of a.

If an analysis according to one of the above situations is not possible, we can
regard the estimates at the current cut-o� date for �nal returns as the best
estimate possible. This would then de�ne the level with which we compare
the other estimates.

The implementation of the suggested evaluation approach depends on our
ability to estimate a number of population unknowns. Unless special e�orts
are made, our evaluation must rely heavily on unveri�able model assump-
tions. In each of the above situations it is the statistician's task to produce
such estimates, perhaps under a variety of reasonable assumptions, to asses
the possible range of values for the true values. In addition, this may provide
some insight about the sensitivity of our conclusions about the cost e�ciency
to the model assumptions and uncertainties.

Also, since we build the cost e�ciency measures on estimated quantities,
we must consider the inferential aspects. Our CE measures will only be
estimates of the true ones. In each of the cases described above, we must
work out how to deal with the uncertainty, related to the speci�c situation.
Attempts along these lines will be made in a subsequent paper.
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A An example of a speci�c cost function
For this follow-up procedure, a reasonable cost function for the procedure
P(a) is given by

C
(a)
T = CF + C

(a)
V

where C
(a)
V , the variable cost for the complete data collection up to time a,

is a sum of cost components due to each reduction measure. We identify the
per element costs

• cQ, cost of the initial mailing of the questionnaire, including paper,
printing, questionnaire and return envelopes, enclosing, addressing and
postage.

• cTR, cost of a thank you/reminder card, including paper, printing, ad-
dressing and postage.

• cR1, cR2, cR3, cost of reminder 1, 2 and 3 respectively, including paper,
printing, addressing, postage and return envelope

• cP , cost of processing received responses, including registration of in-
coming responses, data registration or scanning and editing.

In the present situation, it is reasonable to assume that the per element
costs are �xed and thus independent of the sample size, although this is
an oversimpli�cation. For the domain of applicability of the cost model,
however, the assumption should be su�ciently realistic.

The total variable cost for the current survey procedure P(A) is

C
(A)
V =CQ + CTR + CR1 + CR2 + CR3 + C

(A)
P

=ncQ + ncTR + (n−m(R1′))cR1 + (n−m(R2′))cR2

+ (n−m(R3′))cR3 + m(A)cP

Depending on the choice of cut-o� point for �nal returns, some of the
costs may be avoided. The variable cost for the procedure P(a) can, in this
speci�c example, be expressed

C
(a)
V = CQ + CTR +

∑
j≤a

C(j) + C
(a)
P for j = R1, R2, R3
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Since m(j) =
∑

sR
(j)
k|s, the number of respondents, is a random quantity

under the assumed true response distribution, C
(a)
V becomes a random vari-

able with expected value

EpERD(a)

(
C

(a)
V

)
=Ep

(
n(cQ + cTR) +

∑
j≤a

(n−∑
sθ

(j′)
k|s )cj +

∑
sθ

(a)
k|scP

)

=n(cQ + cTR) + Ep

(∑
j≤a

(n−∑
sθ

(j′)
k|s )cj +

∑
sθ

(a)
k|scP

)
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